Consider an agent who enters a financial market on day t = 0 with an initial capital amount x. He invests this amount on stocks and the money market, and by day t = τ , has generated a wealth W . He is given a convex class of probability measures or scenarios and a real-valued floor corresponding to each scenario. The agent faces the constraints that the expectation of W under each scenario must not be less than the corresponding floor. We call x acceptable if one can start with x and successfully generate W satisfying these constraints.
Introduction
Consider an agent who trades on a time-interval [0, τ ] of finite length. The market offers finitely many assets; the agent invests an initial amount x, and by trading during the finite time horizon [0, τ ], ends up with an amount W τ at the end of the trading period. Now any pay-off one can generate at time τ by trading in the market has a certain risk associated with it. We assume that one can measure this risk by a real number in a satisfactory manner. We shall call W τ acceptable, if the risk of W τ , which we denote by ρ(W τ ), is non-positive. In this paper we take up the problem of finding the minimum capital required to lead the agent, by careful trading, to an acceptable financial position at the end of the trading period.
The notion of acceptability of financial positions has been discussed in several recent papers. They are typically associated with defining a proper measure of risk. For example, in [1] , Artzner, Delbaen, Eber & Heath adopt an axiomatic set-up and introduce coherent measures of risk as real values associated with bounded random losses which satisfy certain desirable axioms. Interestingly, it turns out that the only coherent measures of risk are maximal expectations over a set of measures. Similarly in [4] , Carr, Geman and Madan extended the idea of acceptability to random variables representing potential gain from a derivative position. Acceptability of a such a random variable is characterized by a variety of measures, called valuation measures and stress measures. These authors define a random variable to be acceptable, if its expectation under each valuation measure is non-negative and its expectation under each stress measure is greater than or equal to a floor associated with the measure. Föllmer & Schied introduce, in [9] , the class of convex measures of risk, which includes the above situations as special cases. We shall return to convex measures of risk in subsection 1.4.
Finally, our own inspiration comes from a recently published paper [12] in which the authors consider finitely many valuation and stress measures and associated floors, and characterize capital requirement from which one can trade to acceptability. In this paper, we extend their results to arbitrary families of such measures and floors, not necessarily finite or even countable.
The paper is divided as follows. Subsection 1.2 is devoted to ploughing through some technical grounds in order to present a precise statement of the problem. Curious readers can skim through such details, and have a look at subsection 1.3 to get an idea about the statement of the problem. Our solution to this problem is through three main results in Section 3, Theorems 2, 4, and 5, with increasing ease of application at the cost of generality. Theorem 2 gives a general analytical solution, which might be difficult to verify in practice. The probabilistic relevance becomes clear in Theorem 5, which exhibits how such a condition can be achieved by a proper choice of the underlying filtration. Finally in Section 4 we use these results to compute capital requirements for efficiently hedging a claim, when we allow controlled shortfalls.
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Description of the market
The market we consider has one risky asset and zero risk-free interest rate. These are simplifying assumptions, not difficult to avoid. But we adhere to them for notational simplicity. The price of our risky asset is assumed to be a real-valued (although only notational changes are required, in order to handle a vector-valued semimartingale) special semimartingale S t , 0 ≤ t ≤ τ , adapted to a suitable filtered probability space (Ω, F , {F t }, P ). We assume that the filtration is right-continuous, F 0 contains all the P null sets, and that F τ is the entire σ-algebra F . The semimartingale S has the following Doob-Meyer decomposition
where the process M is a local martingale and A is a predictable process of finite variation. They are both assumed to be càdlàg. Without loss of generality, at time zero, the initial price S 0 is assumed to be zero. For any special semimartingale X which can be decomposed as X = N + V , where N is a local martingale and V is a predictable finite variation process, one can define the
is the quadratic variation of the local martingale N . The class of special semimartingales with a finite H 2 norm is a Banach space (see [14] ).
Assumption 1 We shall assume that the
Let Θ denote the collection of predictable processes π such that
Then for any predictable process π ∈ Θ and for any 0 ≤ t ≤ τ , the stochastic integral of π with respect to the process S is well defined in the interval [0, t] and will be denoted by (π.S) t := t 0 π u dS u . The process (π.S) t is again a special semimartingale in the interval [0, τ ] with a finite H 2 norm, whose square is given by (2) . See [14] for the proofs.
For x ∈ R and π ∈ Θ, we call
the wealth process at time u starting with initial capital x and generated by the trading strategy π. We shall make use of the following notation.
Notation 1 Let L 2 denote the space of all F -measurable random variables which are square-integrable under P . Now for any π ∈ Θ, it is again a standard fact that the random variable (π.S) τ is square integrable. Thus there is an obvious map from Θ into L 2 which carries π to the stochastic integral (π.S) τ . We consider the range of this map
Clearly, G is a subspace of the Hilbert space L 2 . We shall denote by G, the closure of G in L 2 . This closure will then be a Hilbert space in its own right.
Statement of the problem
Let ∆ be a collection of probability measures on (Ω, F ), which are absolutely continuous with respect to P and, let φ be a mapping from ∆ into R.
Assumption 2 Assume that
A real number x will be called acceptable if
where the subspace G is defined in (4) . That is to say, x is acceptable if there exists a π ∈ Θ such that
It is immediate that the set of acceptable initial positions, which we shall denote by A, is a half-line, unbounded from above. We shall be concerned with determining inf{x ∈ R| x ∈ A}.
remark. Another important question is whether the set A is closed or not. That is to say, whether the infimum in (8) is attained. As we shall see in the beginning of Section 3, our present set-up is deficient in answering the question. We shall get, however, a partial solution.
Measures of risk and Inf-convolutions.
Convex measures of risk have been introduced and discussed in detail in [8] . The authors introduce axioms for convex measures of risk and show that coherent measures of risk, introduced in [1] , are a subclass of the convex measures. The reader can find several examples of convex measures of risk in [9] . For example, consider the space L ∞ of real-valued, P -essentially-bounded measurable functions defined on (Ω, F , P ) . Define the function ρ by
where ∆ is as in the last section and h : ∆ → R. Then ρ is a convex measure of risk, as discussed in page 172 of [9] . Given the subspace G of (4), we can modify ρ to obtain another measure of risk
This is an example of measures of risk in a financial market, which is described in the discrete time setting in page 203 of [9] . In general, these are special cases of inf-convolution of risk measures developed in [2] and [3] . By Assumption 2, we can extend the domain of ρ and ρ G to the whole of
We shall show that by a suitable choice of φ, the value of the infimum in (8) is equal to ρ G (χ). To see this, define φ(
The fifth equality above requires proper assumption on the regularity of ρ and the last one is due to [9] , page 155, eqn.(4.5).
A general Hilbert space problem
Let H be a Hilbert space with an inner product denoted by . , . and the norm by . . Suppose we are given a set Λ ⊆ H, a mapping f : Λ → R, and a closed subspace G ⊆ H. For any given real number x, we want to find necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an element z * ∈ G such that
The rest of this section is devoted to solving this problem. Let Λ denote the convex hull of Λ. One can extend the mapping f from Λ to Λ by defining a new mappingf : Λ → R, given bỹ
Here the supremum is taken over all choices of n ∈ N and λ 1 ≥ 0, . . . , λ n ≥ 0 with i λ i = 1) and z 1 ∈ Λ, . . . , z n ∈ Λ which satisfy y = n i=1 λ i z i . Let us observe that if z * is a solution for (11) , then z * also solves a more general class of inequalities. In fact, by the linearity of inner products, it follows from (11) that if y ∈ Λ can be written as as a convex combination of some
Thus, we can appeal to the definition off in (12) to obtain z * , y ≥f (y) − x, ∀y ∈ Λ.
Let T (y) for any y ∈ H denote the unique orthogonal projection of y on G. In particular, we have z, y = z, T (y) , ∀z ∈ G.
Theorem 1 For any x ∈ R, a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of z * ∈ G satisfying the inequalities in (11) , is the existence of a constant
proof. To see the necessity of condition (15), just apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to (13) to get
Setting M := z * we have established condition (15) . Proving the sufficiency is more subtle. We start with the assumption that (15) holds for some x ∈ R and some real constant M ≥ 0. To simplify notation, let us define a new mapping b : Λ → R by
We shall establish (11) by showing that there exists z * ∈ H such that
• We shall first show that for any given finite subset {y 1 , . . . , y n } ⊆ Λ, there is a z * ∈ G such that z * ≤ M and z * satisfies
We shall argue this by contradiction. Suppose that no such z * exists. Consider the set
which is compact and convex in R n . Here and throughout, R n + will refer to the subset of points in R n which have all co-ordinates non-negative. Let S − be the set all points (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ) which can be represented as
for some r k ≥ 0 and some z ∈ G such that z ≤ M . For notational simplicity, let us denote b k := b(y k ), 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Since we have assumed that no solution to (19) exists, we have
But, by the Separating Hyperplane Theorem, (20) implies that there exists a vector λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) ∈ R n , λ = 0, such that for all a 1 ≥ 0, . . . , a n ≥ 0 we have
For any i, let a i tend to infinity to see that λ i ≥ 0. We can thus normalize λ to have
. . = a n = 0 in (21), we obtain
where y c := λ i y i ∈ Λ. Note that the functionf in (12) is concave. This has been proved in [16] , page 37, Theorem 5.6, and the example following right after its proof. Thus the function b(.) =f (.) − x is also concave. Combining with (17) , and using the concavity of b, we get
is an element of the subspace G with z ≤ M which, when plugged into inequality (23), gives
again a contradiction. We have thus proved (19).
• In general, let us define for any y ∈ Λ, the following subset of G:
Then there is a solution to (18) if we can show that
Now each Π y is a closed subset of the M -ball of G, a set which is compact under the weak topology. This follows from the Banach-Alaoglu Theorem and the fact that a Hilbert space is its own dual (see [17] , pages 68, 94). Thus Π y is a weakcompact subset of G. Hence, by the finite intersection property, (24) holds if and only if for any finite collection {y 1 , . . . , y n } ⊆ Λ, we have ∩ 1≤i≤n Π yi = ∅. That is to say, (24) holds if and only if for any finite collection {y 1 , . . . , y n } ⊆ Λ we can find an element z * ∈ H such that z
But this is what we have shown in (19). This proves the theorem.
Our previous result does not hold when the subspace G is not a closed subspace of the Hilbert space H. However what we shall show now is that not much is lost if we consider G, the closure of G instead of G itself.
Let us denote by A the set of all real numbers x for which the inequalities in (11) have a solution for some z * ∈ G, and reserve the notation A for that subset of A for which the solution z * is actually an element of G. We shall now show that when Λ is bounded in norm, A is a dense subset of A. However, since both A and A are half-lines, this is actually equivalent to proving what we shall need most, i.e., inf A = inf A.
This is achieved by the following lemma.
Lemma 1 If the set Λ is bounded in norm and if
proof. Fix x ∈ A and an ǫ > 0. By the definition of A, there exists z ∈ G such that z, y ≥ f (y) − x, ∀y ∈ Λ.
Now since Λ is bounded in norm and G is dense in G, there is an element z * ∈ G such that sup
Hence, we get z
Since z * ∈ G, this shows that (x + ǫ) ∈ A, and proves the lemma.
remark. Equation (25) does not hold in full generality, although we always have inf A ≥ inf A, since A ⊆ A. We shall return to discuss this point again in the next section.
Main results
We shall now translate the results of the last subsection in order to solve (8) . Consider the Hilbert space L 2 and the subspace G of stochastic integrals defined in (4) . Let G denote the closure of G in L 2 . Recall the statement of the problem in subsection 1.3, and as in the setting of the last section, define:
That the set Λ is a subset of H is a consequence of Assumption 2. As before, Λ will denote the convex hull of Λ. Note that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the elements in Λ and the probability measures in ∆. Define the function f : ∆ → R by
Definef on Λ in the same way as in (12) . The notation for . , from now on, is strictly reserved for the L 2 norm. Clearly with this set-up, for any X ∈ G and any measure Q such that dQ/dP ∈ Λ, one has E Q (X) = X, dQ/dP . This association makes evident the relation between solving inequalities (7) and (11) . In fact, if G is a closed subspace of L 2 , solving for (7) is exactly the same as solving for (11) . Problems arise when G is not closed; for then the solution obtained in (11) might be an element strictly in the closure of G. This problem is easy to deal with when Λ is bounded in norm, since our object of interest, inf A, remains the same whether we consider G or G, as shown by Lemma 1 at the end of the last section.
In general, however, we cannot expect that the wealth process t 0 π u dS u which satisfies inequalities (7) will have finite H 2 norms. A good analogy will be to think of situations where the optimal wealth process is a strict local martingale instead of being a true martingale. Our subspace G only allows terminal wealth from a wealth process which has finite H 2 -norm, and this is usually a strong requirement. Thus it seems necessary that we reformulate Problem 1 by allowing solutions which belong to G rather than G itself. We now restate Problem 1 in the following way:
Problem 2 A real number x will be called weakly acceptable if
where the subspace G is defined in (4) and Γ is defined in (5) . We shall denote the set of weakly acceptable numbers by A, which is still a half-line not bounded above. As before, we shall be concerned with determining inf A.
The operator T will denote projection onto the subspace G. That is, for any X ∈ L 2 , one has the following decomposition:
where [I − T ] (X) is orthogonal to every element in G. The next theorem is a restatement of Theorem 1.
Theorem 2 Under Assumptions 1 and 2, a real number x is weakly acceptable (in the sense of Problem 2) if and only if there exists a non-negative real constant
The probabilistic interpretation of T (X) will be clear in the next lemma.
proof. For any stopping time σ taking values in [0, τ ], consider the process π u := 1 {σ≥u} , 0 ≤ u ≤ τ . Since T (X) = 0, we have E X τ 0 π u dS u = E (XS σ ) = 0. Thus E (XS σ ) is zero for all stopping times σ. By taking conditional expectation with respect to F σ , we have E(X σ S σ ) = 0 for all stopping times σ. This proves the lemma. For the if part, start with a measure Q such that the process S t is a martingale on the interval [0, τ ]. One can show by an application of the BurkholderDavis-Gundy inequality (a proof can be found in [12] 
This shows that Z Q is orthogonal to G and hence T (Z Q ) = 0. Hereafter a martingale measure will refer to a probability measure Q under which the process {S u } is a martingale in the interval [0, τ ]. Let G ⊥ denote the orthogonal complement of the subspace G, defined in (4) . Then, by what we have just proved in the last lemma, the set
is the set of probability densities corresponding to the martingale measures in the convex hull of ∆. From now on we shall also assume the following.
Assumption 3
The functionf is contiuous with respect to the L 2 norm on Λ.
One can then extendf continuously to the closure of Λ, which we shall, by an abuse of notation, continue to denote by Λ. Our next theorem considers the case when Z = ∅, while the other case is taken up in Theorem 4.
then for inf A = −∞, where A is defined in Problem 2.
In other words, under the condition (32), the non-existence of martingale measures in the closed convex hull of the set of scenarios, ∆, implies that every x ∈ R is an weakly acceptable initial position.
proof. The set T ( Λ), the image of Λ under the orthogonal projection mapping T , is closed and convex. Since Z = ∅, we have 0 / ∈ T ( Λ). Thus a basic fact from Hilbert space theory states that there is an element in T ( Λ) which is of minimum positive norm. That is, there is an element X * ∈ Λ such that 0 < T (X * ) = inf X∈ Λ T (X) .
Note that (32) implies sup X∈ Λf (X) < ∞. One can then define K = max(sup X∈ Λf (X) − x, 0), and consider M = K/ T (X * ) to see that
This shows that (30) is satisfied, and proves the theorem. For any X ∈ L 2 and for any 1 ≤ p ≤ 2, let us denote the L p norm of X by X p , i.e.,
Since X has finite second moment and we are on a probability space, an application of Hölder's inequality shows that X p is finite for any 1 ≤ p ≤ 2. We also define the L p -distance between a point X ∈ L p and a non-empty subset
Again, the distance is well-defined and finite for any 1 ≤ p ≤ 2.
Theorem 4 Suppose the following assumptions are satisfied:
2. There exists a constant L > 0 and some p ∈ (1, 2] such that
3. For any sequence {X n } ⊆ Λ such that lim n→0 T (X n ) = 0, we also have (at least through a subsequence)
Then we can conclude that
Here A is the set of weakly acceptable initial positions described in Problem 2.
Our proof will be achieved by the following two lemmas. The first one needs the concept of nearest point projections in uniformly convex (or uniformly rotund) Banach spaces, e.g. the L p spaces, p ∈ (1, ∞). This can be found in [13] , page 427, Example 5.1.4. We can then use corollary 5.1.19 on page 435 of [13] , to see that given any closed, convex subset Π and any element X, both in L p for some 1 < p < ∞, there is an element S Π (X) ∈ Π such that
Additionally, the operator S Π is sunny, i.e., satisfies (see [10] , page 17)
In what follows, we shall consider Π to be the closure of Z in L p . Since Z is L p dense in Π, it follows that any real function, uniformly continuous on Z with respect to the L p metric, can be extended uniquely on Π. By our second assumption in Theorem 4, the functionf : Λ → R is uniformly continuous with respect to the L p and hence can be extended to elements of Π. The proofs of the following lemmas are done in the appendix.
Lemma 4 Under the assumptions and notation of Theorem 4, there exists a constant
Lemma 5 For a given z ∈ R, suppose there exists a constant M 2 ∈ [0, ∞) (may depend on z), such that
then z ≥ sup X∈Zf (X). Conversely, for any z ≥ sup X∈Zf (X), clearly (39) holds with M 2 = 0.
proof of theorem 4. Choose x ∈ R. For any X ∈ Λ, one has the decompositionf
By Lemma 4, there is a M 1 ∈ [0, ∞) such that
and thus, by assumption (2) in Theorem 4, we obtain
Plugging in the above inequality in (40), we see that (30) holds, for some M ≥ 0, if and only if there exists a constant M 2 for which Condition (34) of Theorem 4 will, in general, not be easy to verify. However, our next result displays an interesting link between the geometric and probabilistic aspects of the problem. It shows that with an appropriate assumption on the underlying filtration of the stock price process, we can make (34) automatic.
Theorem 5 Let ∆ of subsection 1.3 be the set of all probability measures Q on (Ω, F ), such that Q ≪ P and dQ/dP ≤ K, for some given constant K ∈ (0, ∞). As before, Λ will denote the collection of Radon-Nikodym derivatives of the measures in ∆, i.e.,
Assume that
there exists an element
M * of Z, defined in (31), with M * < K;
all martingales of the filtration {F t } have continuous versions; and 3. the mappingf satisfies (33).
Then, we have inf A = sup X∈Zf (X).
To prove this theorem, we shall show that the assumptions in Theorem 4 are satisfied. In fact, we only need to show that (34) holds, since the other assumptions are already assumed to be true. The proof of the following lemma is in the appendix.
proof of theorem 5. Consider M * as in assumption 1 of Theorem 5 and the sequence {L n } from Lemma 6. For any α ∈ (0, 1), define the sequence W n := αL n + (1 − α)M * . Then, by the triangle inequality, we have lim sup
Thus, from (44), we get that lim sup n→∞ W n < K. In other words, there is a large enough N such that W n < K for all n > N . Now, by Lemma 6, each P (L n ≥ 0) = 1 and integrates to one. Also, since M * is a probability density, P (M * ≥ 0) = 1 and E(M * ) = 1. Thus we also have P (W n ≥ 0) = 1 and E(W n ) = 1, and thus from (42), W n ∈ Λ, ∀ n > N . But, again by Lemma 6, each L n belongs to G ⊥ . Since M * also belongs to G ⊥ , we conclude
Clearly then lim sup
The final inequality is due to (44) while the one right before it follows from Hölder's inequality: for any random variable Z, we have
Take α ↑ 1 in the above inequality to conclude that lim sup d p (Y n , Z) = 0 which shows (34) holds and the proof of Theorem 5 is complete.
Examples
We solve a prototypical example of determining the sellers' price of an option in an incomplete market. Due to incompleteness of the market, a typical contingent claim will not admit a perfect hedge. In the following example, we show that instead of taking the conservative apporach of superhedging, an investor can allow some controlled risk of shortfall, and then compute the necessary initial capital for an efficient hedge. Example 1. Consider a market with two stocks whose price processes S and S ′ are driven by a two dimensional Brownian motion till a finite terminal time τ . For simplicity, the rate of interest, the mean rate of return, and the rate of dividend are kept at zero. The price process S of stock one is given by the following Black-Scholes type model:
Here the drift µ is a real constant and the volatilities σ 1 , σ 2 are any two positive numbers and W 1 and W 2 are independent Brownian motions. The stochastic differential equation driving S ′ is left unspecified. We only assume that it is a strong solution of a differential equation involving W 1 and W 2 . To generate incompleteness, we assume that trading is allowed only in stock one and not on stock two. Now suppose we want to hedge a contingent claim C by trading in stock one. If we start with an initial investment of x and follow a trading strategy π, the wealth at the end of the trading peiod is given by
The quantity (C − W τ (x, π)) + is known as shortfall. In superhedging, we guarantee to have a shortfall of zero almost surely. This, however, needs a large initial amount x which sometimes investors are unable to meet. Thus it makes sense to allow shortfall in such a way that the risk is not too large.
One common way is to fix a small number α as the level of endurance and allow such strategies such that the qth. moment of the shortfall is bounded above by α. That is to say,
for some q ≥ 1. Our objective is then to find the minumum real x which allows us to satisfy (48). Such a problem can be easily formulated as in subsection 1.3 by a suitable choice of convex risk measure. This has been done in detail in [9] , pages 212-218, where the reader can look for the proofs.
The sample space may be any probability space Ω on which a two dimensional Brownian motion is defined. The filtration is the augmented Brownian filtration and P is the Wiener measure on this filtered probability space.
and for X ∈ Λ, definef
Here p is given by 1/p + 1/q = 1. We can only solve the problem for a finite q greater than 2. For such a q, it is immediate that p ∈ (1, 2). With this definition, determining the price of the option is the same problem as stated in equation (7). remark. We have taken Λ in (49) to be a subset of L 2 which is not usual (see [9] , pages 212-218). However, as long as C has more than two moments, this does not create any additional troubles.
First, we need to determine the elements of Z defined by (31). Since trading is allowed only on stock one, it suffices to find the probability measures in Λ under which S is a martingale in [0, τ ]. The standard tool for such problems is to use Girsanov's Theorem. Let Q be a measure equivalent to P under which S is a martingale. Without loss of generality, we can assume that
for some L which is a local martingale and . refers to the quadratic variation of L. Then, by Girsanov's Theorem, if M t is a martingale under the original measure P , the process M , given by
is a local martingale under the new measure Q. Here M, L refers to the mutual variation between the two processes M and L. Now the process (W 1 , W 2 ) is a two dimensional Brownian motion. Construct a new pair of independent Brownian motions by the following rotation:
Clearly, ( W 1 , W 2 ) is another two dimensional Brownian motion which generates the same filtration as (W 1 , W 2 ). By the Predictable Representation Property of the Brownian filtration, one can write the local martingale L in equation (51) as
for some progressively measurable processes z and w. Thus the martingale N , in (51), can be written in another form
where N 1 and N 2 are local martingales with N 1 , N 2 ≡ 0. Now, by equation (52), under the new measure Q, the process given by
is a new Brownian motion. One can write the stochastic differential equation for S, as in equation (47), in terms of W 1 in the following way
where σ * = σ 2 1 + σ 2 2 . Thus, if under the new measure Q, the process S is a martinagle, the only solution of z is given by
Since S is adapted to the filtration of W 1 alone, the process y t can be any progressively measurable process which makes yd W 2 a true martingale. Once the processes z and y are described, through equations (53) and (51), we have characterised the class Z of all the martingale measures for S.
We are now ready to solve the problems of hedging. Specifically, we take the example of the following European options with strike M , whose returns at the terminal time is
As discussed before, we consider Λ andf as given by (49) and (50), and try to use Theorem 5. We still meet some difficulties: Λ is not bounded in norm, as required by Theorem 5. However, we can truncate or localise the problem in the following way. For any large k let B k := {X ∈ L 2 , X 2 ≤ k}, and define
Here Λ is defined in (49) andf is defined in (50) with C as in (56). This also makes a certain intuitive sense as a penalty corresponding to a risk measure, see (9), since we are putting a heavy penalty of ∞ to measures Q which are far away from P in the sense that dQ/dP 2 > k. Since we are interested in large values of the parameter k, we can assume that the set Z is non-empty. Also, since the random variable (S τ − M ) + has all moments finite, the functionalf k is clearly lipschitz with respect to the L p norm, satisfying assumption (33) of Theorem 5. The filtration is the augmented Brownian filtration generated by the two-dimensional Brownian motion (W 1 , W 2 ). Thus, all martingales with respect to this filtration have continuous versions. A direct application of Theorem 5 would give us the following result.
result. For any y ∈ R, it is possible to have a self financing trading strategy π such that
for all Q ∈ Λ k , if and only if
Obviously, as k tends to infinity, Λ k andf k tends to Λ andf respectively. The value on the right-hand-side of (58) thus increases to
We can define this limiting value to be the sellers' price of the option, since this is the infimum amount from which one can start and approximately hedge the contingent claim in the sense of (48). However, from our proofs it is not apparent if there is a strategy which achieves it.
Conclusion
We consider the problem of attaining acceptability by trading under convex constraints. We start with an arbitrary convex collection of scenario measures and corresponding floors, and determine the minimum capital required so that the terminal wealth can be made acceptable. Our main result states that the minimum capital is equal to the supremum of the floors over all such scenarios under which the stock price process is a martingale. We show in an example how such a result can determine the capital requirement for hedging a contingent claim with controlled shortfall.
Appendix
proof of lemma 4. We shall first show that for any ǫ > 0, there is a δ > 0 such that for any X ∈ Λ, This proves (38) and hence the Lemma.
proof of lemma 5. If X ∈ Z, then T (X) = 0 and S Π (X) = X. Thus if (39) holds for some z ∈ R, we must have z ≥f (X). Taking supremum over all X ∈ Z, we infer z ≥ sup X∈Zf (X). Sufficiency follows, since for any z ≥ sup X∈Zf (X) = sup X∈Πf (X), the left-hand side of (39) is non-positive, and we can take M 2 = 0. proof of lemma 6. Let us remember that T is the projection operator onto the subspace G. Thus T (Y n ) → 0 implies that there is a sequence {Z n } ⊆ G ⊥ , such that lim
Hence, it also follows that
Recall that E(Y n ) = 1 for all n, simply by virtue of being a member of Λ. Thus, if we define c n := E(Z n ) then, by (66), c n → 1, and hence is non-zero for all n > N 2 , for some N 2 ∈ N. Thus, for all n > N 2 , we can define M n := c −1
Now, since sup n Y n ≤ K by assumption (42), and (65) holds, the sequence {Z n } is also uniformly bounded in the L 2 norm. Hence, it follows that
As a corollary of the limit in (68), we infer that given any ǫ > 0, there is a N 3 such that
then, by Lemma 2, the process
is a martingale under P in the time interval [0, τ ]. Note that by assumption 2 of Theorem 5, we can choose a continuous version of M n (t). Since we assume F τ to be the entire σ-algebra, we identify
Also, by our normalisation in (67), we note that
Let σ n be the stopping time defined by
Claim. We shall defer the proof of the following claim:
Assuming that the above claim is true, note that, since p > 1, (74) implies
Thus, as before, there exists N 4 ∈ N, such that for all n > N 4 , if we define
, then the following random variables are well-defined
Since the martingale M n (t) is continuous, by (72) and our choice of σ n in (73), we see that
and
However, by the optional sampling theorem, the process on the left-hand side of the above expression is an F t -martingale. Thus, the process of the righthand side of (78) is also an F t -martingale. For every n > N 4 , note that d
, and hence
is also a martingale. By (76) and (77), we can change the measure P , by defining
Then from (79) one can use Bayes' rule in the reverse direction to conclude that Q n is a sequence of martingale measures. Or, in other words, from Lemma 3, we conclude that
To prove Lemma (6), now we only need to show that conditions (43) and (44) hold. The process {M 2 n (t), F t } is a submartingale for every n, and hence we have
Also from (75), it is immediate that d n → 1 and hence lim sup
The only equality above is due to (68) and the final inequality is from (42). This clearly proves condition (44). To prove, condition (43), notice that, by the triangle inequality, lim n→∞ Y n − L n p is bounded above by
The first term is zero by (68). The second term is zero by (74). For the third term, an application of (46) and (80) will show that it is less than
The limiting bound on M n is obtained from (69). This proves that the lefthand side of (81) is zero. We have thus shown condition (43) holds and hence Lemma 6 is proved.
proof of claim (74). Finally it remains to prove (74). Note that by continuity of the martingale M n (t), we have M n (σ n ) = 0 on the set {σ n < τ }. Also, due to (71), on the event {σ n = τ }, both the random variables M n and M n (σ n ) are the same. Combining, we get
Fix an ǫ > 0. The last term above can be expressed as:
The final term on the right-hand side of the above equation is bounded as E |M n | p 1 {σn<T }∩{|Mn|<ǫ} ≤ ǫ p . The second term on the right-hand side of (83) can be bounded as
Now, by assumption in Lemma 6, the sequence {Y n } is a sequence in Λ. Hence, by (42), we have P (Y n ≥ 0) = 1. Thus, on the set {M n ≤ 0}, we have |M n | ≤ |Y n − M n |, a.s. P . The right-hand side of (84) can then be bounded above by
which goes to zero by (68). In the next paragraph, we shall show that the first term on the right-hand side of (83) goes to zero. Thus, combining limits of all three terms in (83), and using (82), we get that lim sup n→∞ E P |M n − M n (σ n )| p ≤ ǫ p . Since the inequality above holds for all ǫ > 0, we have proved (74).
Finally we shall show that the first term on the right-hand side of (83) goes to zero i.e., lim n→∞ E(|M n | p 1 {σn<T }∩{Mn>ǫ} ) = 0.
For r = 2/p, by (69), we get sup n E(|M n | p ) r = sup n E(|M n | 2 ) = sup n ( M n ) 2 is finite. Since r > 1 by choice of p (p < 2), this shows that the random variables {|M n | p } n∈N is uniformly integrable. Observe that the non-negative random variables
clearly satisfy D n ≤ |M n | p , for all n ∈ N. Thus the collection of random variable {D n } n∈N are also uniformly integrable. Hence, to prove (85), it suffices to show lim n→∞ P ({σ n < T } ∩ {M n > ǫ}) = 0.
We shall prove (86) by contradiction. So, let us suppose that (86) does not hold, i.e., there is a δ > 0 such that for a subsequence {n k } ⊆ N we have
To keep notations simple, let us do away with the subsequence notation {n k } and assume instead P ({σ n < T } ∩ {M n > ǫ}) > δ, ∀n ∈ N.
On the event {σ n < T }, by the Optional Sampling Theorem, we have E (M n |F σn ) = M n (σ n ) = 0, a.s. P.
Thus we get the following equality P ({σ n < T } ∩ {M n > ǫ}) ≤ P ({E (M n |F σn ) = 0} ∩ {M n > ǫ}) .
Define the following non-negative random variables I n := 1 {E(Mn|Fσ n )=0} , J n := P (M n > ǫ|F σn ), K n := I n J n .
Note that by conditioning the event {M n > ǫ} on F σn , we get P ({E (M n |F σn ) = 0} ∩ {M n > ǫ}) = E(I n J n ) = E(K n ), forall n ∈ N. Then, by (89) and assumption (88), we have
Note that K n is a non-negative random variable, and one can get a lower bound on the tail probability by using the following basic inequality, often known as the second moment method :
Thus, combining with (91), we infer
Since 0 ≤ K n ≤ 1, the last inequality follows by noting that E(K 2 n ) ≤ E(K n ), and hence (EK n )
Now, note that, since I n only takes zero-one values,
Recall the original random variables M n which were used to define K n in (90). We denote the positive and negative parts of M n by defining = ǫP (M n > ǫ|F σn ) = ǫJ n ≥ ǫδ 2 a.s. P.
Combining the above inequality with (94) and (93), we get that
Recall the non-negative random variables Y n as in the statement of Lemma 6. Note that we always have
Thus, if we let R n := E (M n− |F σn ), from (97) we conclude E(R n ) = E M − n ≤ E|Y n − M n | ≤ Y n − M n . And thus, by (68), we get E(R n ) → 0. But from (96) we get
This clearly contradicts E(R n ) → 0. Thus (88) cannot be true and we have thus proved (86). This completes the proof of Claim (74).
